VP TASK FORCE™ is public safety technology. The VP TASK FORCE™ public safety tool suite & platforms include the following integrated applications: CITIZEN SAFETY MAPS™, SHERLOCK AI™ data-curating Detective, AEGIS REPORTS™ and WHISTLEFIELD™ a mobile education, perpetrator alert, tracking and profiling App. Together this on and offline public safety social technology: documents, investigates, alerts and provides vulnerable person and the public relevant alerts, educational information and proximately based reporting features.

In addition, the combined system profiles, tracks and curates research on white-collar crime, white-collar criminal patterns, vulnerable person exploitation, negligence, abuse, malpractice, collusion networks, industry and business compliance violations.

The research and investigative applications provide trend-spotting, AI and crowd-source data capture, repeating behavior risk analysis, tactical alert systems via multiple layer Geo API map overlays, gamut logistics, ranked threat detection, citizen-to-citizen/county/state legislature reporting features and the tertiary level alleged perpetrator educational awareness, repeat behavior tracking, evidence profiling and research access platforms. These privately funded products and services are not affiliated with any state board, professional regulatory authority or government agency; therefore public transparency is more accessible.
White-collar Crime Profiling and Tracking System.

Layer 1 Violations - Healthcare: profiles and tracks Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), State Health, State Medical and Occupational Licensee rules. Research indicates that violations that occur on this level can result from matters described in other data layers listed below and inversely as well. See layer 1 map code tags online.

Layer 2 Violations - White-collar crime layer and overlays profile and track Guardian - Conservator & Estate Planning exploitation, fraud, negligence, malpractice, collusion, moral turpitude, State Bar, IRS Cir 230, Federal, State licensee violations. See layer 2 map code tags online.

Layer 3 Violations - Caretaker, POA, Trustee, Family, Significant Other, VP Acquaintance exploitation, abuse, negligence, reckless endangerment, isolation (CMS), undue influence, mental abuse, substance dependence personality disorders. See layer 3 map code tags online.

Layer 4 Violations - Abusive family member, significant other, VP acquaintance violations. This layer can be further analyzed by various overlays in layers 7 & 8. See layer 4 online map tags.

Layer 5 & 6 Integration - US Department of Justice NSOPW (National Sex Offender API) and blue-collar crime tracking systems: CopLogic ™ and CrimeReports ™. Geo API data layers can be turned on/off to view sexual predators and blue-collar crime events. These Geo API layers can be integrated with V P Task Force ™ software APIs upon approval of parent companies.

Layer 7 Government response & accountability overlays - Legislative, Federal Act and Statutory Enforcement research concerning legislation and enforcement tracking; such as Area Agencies on Aging/APS and CPS effectiveness (tax payer funding tracking in relation to effectiveness) White-collar profile, tracking and corrective response. This information is publicly available with feedback forums and reciprocally integrated APIs and data sharing social technology.

Layer 8 Behavioral social science & social trend overlays - systemic & endemic aberrant social trend & social science behavioral Research: - domestic violence, DSM-5 cluster B personality disorders, substance abuse cause-effect inter-changeable overlays. Data available only to designated research agencies or to law enforcement and public on a need to know bases.
LEVEL I - Map Profiles

EDUCATION & ALERT LEVEL; Open Access.

This level provides first level proximity alerts and education on various Federal Acts, Statutory Laws, Industry Codes, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR, Health & Welfare and Occupational Ethics Violations. These first level profile access points are opened via a map tack profile gateway or directly from an index menu or web page. This information provides no identification of the alleged perpetrator and the tack is not placed on the perpetrators business or home but within 1 kilometer of the location were alleged repeating violations occur. These profiles are only accepted or developed on the Citizen Safety Maps™ if there is direct evidence to support alleged violations and damages. This process allows the public enough information to investigate potential risks further. Crowd-sourced publicly submitted map tacks may be placed directly on the perpetrators business however this is against the sites usage and placement policy. This process allows the public to alert one another of public safety risks and gain knowledge on relevant laws and ethical breaches on specific illicit professional or business practices that are directly relevant to locations and circumstances. Direct evidence is often added to the second and third level perpetrator profiling system. Those submitting ethical breeches or legal violations are proved resource to submit their complaints to state occupational licensing boards, Watchdog Websites such as Yelp®, Rip-off Report® and when necessary various state affiliated protective agencies and law enforcement.

LEVEL II - Map Profiles

EVIDENCE & INVESTIGATION; Password Access.

Password protected level 2 access specifically names the alleged perpetrators and provides actual objective proof/empirical direct evidence of the civil breeches or crimes suspects have allegedly committed. White-collar crimes are documented via paper trails over periods of time (unlike blue collar crime which often occurs in the heat of passion often without calculation and forethought), court documents, news articles, victim statements, witness accounts, and more frequently recordings (in one party consent States), video and/or photographs.

Password access to law enforcement, public servants, government agencies and news publishers whose duty it is to provide, legislate policy or inform citizens of public safety matters:

1. Law Enforcement & Prosecuters: first priority password authorization access always provided. If law enforcement is unable to respond to alleged criminal conduct demonstrated through the evidentiary evidence provided then level 2 password access will be provided to,
2. Public Representatives & Government Agencies: in most cases public servants will be supplied second level password clearance if requested then,
3. New’s Publishers: level 2 through 3 password access may be provided to the mainstream news publishers when it presents a public safety risk then,
4. Victim advocacy organizations and established Web Publishers: password access on a need to know public safety bases then,
5. Internet Publishers, password access on a need to know public safety bases after items 1 through 4 have provided no response,
6. Social Media: passwords will not be supplied through social media, untill information becomes public knowledge or court adjudicated an

Social Media: passwords will not be supplied through social media unless the information becomes public knowledge or court adjudicated an

The data and empirical evidence contained in level two access point is information that is protected and flagged to not be indexed, followed, or crawled by any search engines or disseminated in any way via Social Media unless the information becomes public knowledge via other media publications, victim rights advocacy or public safety watchdog organizations such as Yelp®, or Rip-off Report®. If a suspect perpetrator is facing charges and a trial for any of their alleged civil or criminal activities their map tack, Level 1 and Level 2 profiles are immediately removed from the online profiling system, AI curatorsystem and all data servers. If the perpetrator is adjudicated guilty of any offences, then their profile returns and is made public with the results of their adjudication. If white collar professional or blue-collar criminal is found innocent, then their data remains off the internet. All data remains in the offline relational database in the event of affiliates source civil or criminal research and future public safety offences.

LEVEL III - Map Profiles

RESEARCH & ANALYSES; Password Access.

Request additional documentation about level 3 research, Citizen Safety Maps integrative APIs, Sherlock AI™ machine curation, AEGIS Reports™, WhistleField™ Mobile App customizations, collaborative investigations, transparency organizations and public safety projects.
The Public Safety Social Technology Application Suite (Tools) currently includes CITIZEN SAFETY MAPS™ which allows the public and research investigators, the ability alert one another using map tacks to tag and filter “alleged” civil breech/criminal event profiles. Upon user submission or researcher review profiles are tagged and filtered by Federal Acts, CFR, FCC, IRS Circular 230, Statutory Law, professional ethics violations, geographical area, and event related civil or criminal activities. The multiple layer vertically-integrated Geo API (map system) “tactically” allows the public, those damaged by aforementioned civil breeches or alleged crimes to place an alert warning either very close to the alleged violation location if the tack is placed by the public as a first level warning or within a 1 kilometer (1000 yards) of where white-collar ethical violations, civil violations or crimes have allegedly are allegedly occurring are currently being provided, tracked and researched in the system prior to the alleged perpetra tors formal adjudication. Each tack opens to a 3-level perpetrator profiling and tracking system, reference the 3 level profiling and tracking literature on accompanying page for details.

Example: the user API interface to the left demonstrates the tagging and filtering profile features. This actual working demonstration lists Federal Acts, CFR, FCC, IRS Circular 230, Statutory Law, professional ethics violations, geographical area, event related civil or criminal activities, including related acts by multiple perpetrators (collision networks) This tagged and filtered profile legen appears below each map after selecting a particular drop down filter or descriptive tag filter from the profile legend all events tagged with that violation or event occurrence will be filtered to show only those tack on the map. The user can always return to the master default view which shows all the relevant profiles and all the tagged data violation codes.

The top profile tack marker depicts a profile link to a SHERLOCK AI™ machine curated web blog article, the middle marker signifies a rotating tack marker which means there are several professionals working in concert on a particular vulnerable person which would include multiple violations and the various professionals and events involved all linked to the actual evidence in the AEGIS REPORTS™ section. The bottom marker depicts 10 related collusion events.
**Sherlock AI™** (Artificial Intelligence) is a researcher trained Internet Private Investigator; a detective inquiring on specific matters, not unlike Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s 1886 fictional Sherlock Holmes. **Sherlock AI™** is an additional VP Task Force™ public safety tool — a researcher trained data-curating component. The machine learning agent bases its investigative research parameters through profile data feedback-loops and existing public information. For example; when Sherlock AI™ is instructed to automatically carry out profile tagged online inquiries to mine information from mainstream media news releases, RSS feeds, social media posts, tweets and other online sources the crowd-sourced data it returns can lend additional supportive evidence to enhance validity of advocates/researchers, existing litigation documents, victim and witness evidentiary statements, as well as, provide new leads on abhorrent repeating behaviors to support trend analysis.

**Sherlock AI™** is a public safety investigative researcher support tool trained to assist, find and review niche specific online data. **Sherlock AI™** can cast a wide net or a directly specific query and each will return data to further analyze in the machine learning feedback loop. Results will be profiled and/or submitted to additional refined queries; much like a real detective would do on a perpetrator investigation. **Sherlock AI™** investigative capabilities are substantially enhanced when working in tandem with public safety campaigns such as “See, it, Log it, Blog It, Post It, Tweet It, Map it, …. STOP IT!” This is because **Sherlock AI™** is a machine learning application trained by researchers whom can program specific investigative parameters into **Sherlock AI™** queries in direct correspondence to the goals of any public safety campaign, and this begins the machine learning, internet query feedback loop. After analysis and vetting for accuracy and objectivity the data can be placed on specific Geo APIs (profile map tacks) near the location of public safety risks and added to relevant profiles and repetitive-pattern tracking data repositories. Researcher and **Sherlock AI™** and GEO API profiles can then be added to additional The VP TASK FORCE™ public safety tool suite & platforms include the following integrated applications:

- **CITIZEN SAFETY MAPS™**
- **AEGIS Reports™**
- **WHISTLEFIELD™** a mobile violations reporting, perpetrator alert, tracking and profiling App.

Together this on and offline public safety social technology documents, investigates, alerts and provides vulnerable person and the public relevant alerts, educational information and proximately based reporting features.

How artificial intelligence and public safety campaigns work in tandem. Machine learning – more precisely, **Sherlock AI™** machine learning of perpetrator profiling based relevancy – which is basically the system’s ability to seek and curate explicit action queries based on implicit indicators. White-collar perpetrator specific and regional based collusion network investigations are typically a continuous process - a virtuous feedback loop - of presenting ever more refined answers to queries, based not only on what investigative keywords are explicitly submitted in a query or query set, but also on who, what, when how and why as well as what aberrant behaviors have been historically identified, and each query response further cross-referenced to other queries to identify repeating patterns, historical patterns of repeating behavior and organized collusion patterns.

**VP Task Force™** is currently profiling and tracking inland northwest professional violations and white-collar crime events at [www.corruptionmaps.com](http://www.corruptionmaps.com).
1) Repeating exploitation patterns on 3 rural area vulnerable person multimillion dollar estates. Abuse & exploitation resulting from estate planning for elderly women with debilitating physical conditions & neurocognitive disorders. Each involved illicit estate transfers substantially at odds with beneficiaries long-held estate disposition plans prior to their infirmities, cognitive disorders/Alzheimer's & dependence on abusive family caretakers working with rural area network of estate drafting, consulting & guardianship attorneys, neurocognitive clinical evaluators, medical advisors and court visitor.

2) Shortly after aging or health misfortunates the unscrupulous family member guilefully usurps control of the vulnerable persons estate documents with assistance of new estate drafters and clandestine meeting where the vulnerable benefactor had been pressured, confused and misinformed to sign POAs.

3) New estate planning attorney and new estate plan or not aware of the new advisor's motives to cease immediate control of their estate, in order to change the disposition to substantially transfer the bulk of their estate the new fiduciary-POA-caretaker-trustee with the assistance of new legal advisors/estate drafters due to their debilitating physical conditions and mental cognitive diagnosis.

4) New POA(s), estate planning attorneys and consulting advisors initiate a series of rapid estate changes in clandestine meetings while vulnerable person was restricted access to trusted family and pressured to sign obfuscating POAs, Trust, Trusts amendments, TEDRA agreements and/or Wills.

5) Ineptly/illicitly drafted estate documents tactically drafted to deceive via interplay off of other estate documents such as new POAs, appearing and disappearing/confusing trust clauses all substantially altering the physically & memory impaired dependent VPs long-established estate disposition intentions.

6) Repeating violations of third parties cover ups contradicting motions, the peculiar nation or motive of motions and/or timing of motions that may be in violations of IPRC especially considering health and medical circumstances of AIP (3 near deaths in one year periods while estate planning and transferring millions in assets to caretaker-POA-Trustee-landlord), mediation deception/fraud, joint account transfers, restricted private circumstances of AIP and several other reoccurring dubious circumstances.

7) Primary Care Physicians whom are often the first defense a vulnerable person has against undue influence were changed at the onset of estate planning. Health records where not transferred to new PCP therefore VP's medical history were not supplied to specialist doctors, clinical physiatrists and crucial medical diagnosis were not disclosed (fraudulently concealed) in neurocognitive evaluations, court ordered physician declarations and visitors reports.

8) Court ordered visitor (CV) company selected by respondent's attorney in each case was the same company was used in all three cases. This court officer position is supposed to be neutral. CV company only does interviews and does not look at court documentation of contentions, CV assist in concealing imperative medical diagnosis that are not disclosed in court ordered Physician declarations & neurocognitive evaluations. CV company works with respondent's attorney whom files motions using their choice of guardianship or conservator company. In some cases, the attorney owns the conservator company and often awards guardianships to company's in their affiliated professional network of geriatric service providers. Wrongful appropriation & illicit estate transfers continue. CV company's owner where LSW also working at Hospital this consists of several ethical and CFR/CMS violations.

9) Assisting bankers, brokers/wealth managers, accountants, conservators and court appointed masters who disregard FINRA, SEC, Federal Acts, SSA XVIII, Elder Justice Act, NASAA, ABA, AARP, BSA, FinCen, State Code and ethical industry guidelines who mismanage funds, churn accounts facilitate in the illicit transfers of funds or signing of joint accounts and property transfers while the vulnerable person is unduly influenced/cognitively impaired.

10) Nations leading & other skilled expert's testimony confirming undue influence dismissed because exploiters attorney(s) claim testimony was paid for.

11) Family courts dockets are overwhelmed, the amount of paperwork involved when a vulnerable person is being unduly influenced by family & their advisors is voluminous. Illicit transactions characterize these cases. Judges are unable to accurately discern the truth. Motions are passed based on the word or document submitted by the very attorney whom aided &abetted the illicit transfer(s), estate document drafting or clandestine chicanery in the first place.

12) The 3 vulnerable woman estates losses, illicit transfers, wrongful appropriation, theft, wasted legal fees for inept & dubious estate planning, proscribed guardianship expenses, interrelated health risks due reckless endangerment/negligence matters directly resulting from estate planning total at least $20 million. Exploitation altering the VP's long-held intentions, isolation from family, friends, loss of civil & the most basic inalienable human rights.
WHISTLEFIELD™ is a public safety mobile alert App and one of several data-gathering applications in the VP TASK FORCE™ Public Safety Tools software suite. Together the synergistic aspects of the software system alert's citizens of those whom present a public safety risk by their repeated exploitation of vulnerable persons and all citizens affected by unethical practices, malpractice, fraud, harassment, abuse, negligence, violations of facility, business or professional standards or related civil breaches and alleged white-collar crimes. Victims include all citizens and reporting features specially addresses the elderly, those with disabilities, children, victims of domestic violence, sexual harassment, bullying and related person crimes. The data convergence system also profiles and tracks offender behavior specific to white-collar ethical violations, civil breaches, compliance law violations, related crimes and collusion networks.

When To Use WHISTLEFIELD™: Whistle-blower and Field-data Convergence Mobile App.

Use as a WHISTLE when you choose to stand-up for your rights, report violations either as they occur to the perpetrator by referencing the VP TASK FORCE violations code references or report offences anonymously. In each circumstance you can use the WHISTLEFIELD™ mobile app to trigger the online circumstance reporting events. Use as an educational resource to inform someone who is violating your basic rights, rights which are secured by Federal Acts (backed by the Constitution), Statutory Laws, Occupational Ethics Guidelines, CFR, FCC regulatory safeguards and many other related regulations relevant to dealing with persons or businesses whom are violating your public safety, civil, or basic inalienable human rights.

Use as a FIELD data-gathering & reporting application to establish factual circumstantial events such as dates, times, locations and related objective event details. Additionally, establish direct evidence via recorded audio, video, photographs, document scanning relevant to alleged perpetrator, facilities or businesses whom are restricting your rights, committing violations, fraud or any type of misconduct that is a civil breach or crime defined by statutory law, professional ethics codes, federal acts, business compliance or facility standards.

• **Scenario A:** Facility Standards. as one actual example; if your restricted access from a family member at a Hospital or other care facility you can access the WhistleField App type in “blocked hospital access” find the appropriate Code of Federal Regulation violation: (42 C.F.R. §483.10(j)(1)(vii) - Immediate family or other relatives of the resident rights) where the CFR views such restricted conduct as at odds with the Constitution, particularly relevant if it is a State funded facility. Mention the code that protects your rights to see a family member or friend and that you will make a Citizens Report and log their violations in your mobile phone WHISTLEFIELD™ application that will transmit the date, time, event details and location to add to the citizens public safety database and CITIZEN SAFETY MAPS™ if you choose to alert others by tacking the event location to the safety alert maps and trigger online perpetrator tracking and profiling, Sherlock AI™ data-curating research and have access to the AEGIS Reports: Gamut Logistics & Trend Analysis Reporting System features. You can even trigger an email & print report to all those whom should be made aware of the event shortly after it occurs or at anytime thereafter.

• **Scenario B:** Professional Standards – Attorneys, doctors, financial services representatives or any white-collar business professional reporting feature. Example: If you or someone you know has retained the services of an attorney or any professional bound by federal acts, statutory laws and their professions ethics codes and they are not representing the clients best interest or there are obvious conflicts of interest then you can use the WHISTLEFIELD™Mobile App to directly look up the American Bar Association Model Rules and either explain the relevant breach to the attorney on the spot and/or make a field log of the event to report circumstances which may be useful at a later date and to log occurrences in a citizens public safety database, start profile and tracking report in order to warn others whom may have had or may in the future face the same circumstances.

• **Scenario C:** Sexual Harassment or other workplace compliance violations can be reported. The same reporting sequence can be triggered as stated in Scenario A.

• **Scenario D:** Bullies, harassers, those with malicious intent, those whom make threats, use extortion, fraud or any other means of undue influence. Again, the same reporting sequence can be triggered as stated in Scenario A.

In most cases any human rights violation or complyance circumstance that doesn’t require an emergency 911 response can be reported using any of the VP TASK FORCE™ Public Safety Tools.

VP Task Force™ is currently profiling inland northwest professional violations & white-collar crime events at www.corruptionmaps.com.